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From Whirlwind to MITRE
This title concerns the the T-6 Texan, a major tool of
the Allied pilot training scheme in World War II. It
continued to serve with many air forces until the
1970s, but since then its major role is participating in
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airshows worldwide.

Latin American Fighters
This aviation handbook is designed to be used as a
quick reference to the classic military heritage aircraft
that have been flown by members of the Canadian Air
Force, Royal Canadian Air Force, Royal Canadian
Navy, Canadian Army and the present-day Canadian
Forces. The interested reader will find useful
information and a few technical details on most of the
military aircraft that have been in service with active
Canadian squadrons both at home and overseas. 100
selected photographs have been included to illustrate
a few of the major examples in addition to the serial
numbers assigned to Canadian service aircraft. For
those who like to actually see the aircraft concerned,
aviation museum locations, addresses and contact
phone numbers have been included, along with a list
of aircraft held in each museum's current inventory or
on display as gate guardians throughout Canada and
overseas. The aircraft presented in this edition are
listed alphabetically by manufacturer, number and
type. Although many of Canada's heritage warplanes
have completely disappeared, a few have been
carefully collected, restored and preserved, and some
have even been restored to flying condition. This
guide-book should help you to find and view Canada's
Warplane survivors.

The Air Racer
When he became a commercial pilot at age nineteen,
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Bill Grenier never imagined that one day he'd be
captain of the largest commercial plane the world had
seen, flying the highest profile routes of a proud
national carrier. Even less could he have imagined, at
age nineteen and with barely a penny to his name,
that he'd one day be a wealthy man. But he would
ultimately control an empire worth nearly a billion
dollars. With liberal doses of wit and humour, Miles to
Millions shows what a little luck, lots of perseverance,
and an appetite for adventure can do. From boarding
house to boardroom, from cradle to cockpit, Grenier
offers a fascinating story of success both as a
commercial pilot and as a businessman. Filled with
anecdotes you'd never expect from a single career
from acting as repo man taking planes for payment to
saving hundreds of passengers in a stricken 747 with
a collapsed co-pilot Miles to Millions is a high-flier of a
story bound to entertain both aviation experts and
enthusiasts alike.

North American T-6
Some of the finest military warbirds in American
aviation history are still flying in the Southern State of
Alabama. Many of them are on display in a number of
excellent air museums, or they have been mounted
on pylons to stand as memorials to the many military
aviators who called Alabama home. This handbook is
designed to provide aviation enthusiasts with a simple
locating guide on where to find Alabamays retired
warbirds within the state. Many of the aircraft can be
found in the Southern Museum of Flight, Birmingham;
the United States Army Aviation Museum; the US
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Space and Rocket Center at Huntsville; Battleship
Memorial Park at Mobile; Maxwell AFB Park at
Montgomery; or in the hands of private owners and
collectors. The handbook provides photographs of
many of the aircraft preserved in Alabama, along with
a brief description and history of its service within the
US armed forces. The aircraft are listed alphabetically
by manufacturer, number and aircraft type. Famous
aircraft found on display in Alabama include the
Lockheed A-12 Blackbird, and a number of very rare
flying machines such as the gigantic one of a kind
Boeing Vertol XCH-62 Heavy Lift Helicopter not found
in other aviation museums.

The Incredible T-6 Pilot Maker
"Star Trek" Creator
No Marketing Blurb

Canadian Warplanes
Back by popular demand! Out of print for nearly ten
years, this revised and updated edition returns with
even more information. Filled with a data bank of 4and 5-view drawings covering over 245 of the most
famous aircraft in the history of air racing from 1909
through the 90s. Complete technical specs,
performance figures, paint schemes and more.

The Battle for the Falklands
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Fighting Hitler's Jets is the personal story of the
American fighter pilots who defeated the German
Luftwaffe in the spring and summer of 1944, only to
find themselves up against Adolf Hitler's
Wunderwaffen, or “wonder weapons.”

Kites, Birds & Stuff - BEECH Aircraft
Reseña Gráfica
Japanese Aircraft of World War II
The book shows how the wartime alliance of
engineers, scientists, and the military exemplified by
MIT's Radiation Lab helped to transform research and
development practice in the United States through
the end of the Cold War period. This book presents an
organizational and social history of one of the
foundational projects of the computer era: the
development of the SAGE (Semi-Automatic Ground
Environment) air defense system, from its first test at
Bedford, Massachusetts, in 1951, to the installation of
the first unit of the New York Air Defense Sector of the
SAGE system, in 1958. The idea for SAGE grew out of
Project Whirlwind, a wartime computer development
effort, when the U.S. Department of Defense realized
that the Whirlwind computer might anchor a continentwide advance warning system. Developed by MIT
engineers and scientists for the U.S. Air Force, SAGE
monitored North American skies for possible attack by
manned aircraft and missiles for twenty-five years.
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Aside from its strategic importance, SAGE set the
foundation for mass data-processing systems and
foreshadowed many computer developments of the
1960s. The heart of the system, the AN/FSQ-7, was
the first computer to have an internal memory
composed of "magnetic cores," thousands of tiny
ferrite rings that served as reversible electromagnets.
SAGE also introduced computer-driven displays,
online terminals, time sharing, high-reliability
computation, digital signal processing, digital
transmission over telephone lines, digital track-whilescan, digital simulation, computer networking, and
duplex computing. The book shows how the wartime
alliance of engineers, scientists, and the military
exemplified by MIT's Radiation Lab helped to
transform research and development practice in the
United States through the end of the Cold War period.

Nine Lives
North American's T-6: A Definitive History of the
World's Most Famous Trainer is the book the world's
extensive T-6 community has been waiting years to
have. Author Dan Hagedorn, Curator for the Museum
of Flight in Seattle, Washington, combines his
professional documentation skills with rare access to
valuable North American archival material to write the
definitive book about one of the world's most beloved
World War II aircraft. The T-6 served as an advanced
trainer for military pilots from more than 80 nations
around the world for several decades. In addition to
highly detailed documentation of every T-6 variant
used by both the U.S. Army Air Corps and U.S. Navy,
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all foreign T-6s manufactured in America or exported
overseas are listed by individual country as well. Of
the nearly 16,000 T-6s built, many hundreds are still
flying today as prized restored collectibles or airshow
performers, giving this book a large potential
readership.

The Big Show
Illustrated with detailed artworks of Japanese aircraft
and their markings, Japanese Aircraft of World War II
is a detailed guide to all the aircraft deployed by the
Japanese military from the Second Sino-Japanese War
to the surrender in the Pacific in August 1945.
Organized alphabetically by manufacturer, this book
includes every type of aircraft, from fighters to
seaplanes, bombers, reconnaissance aircraft, torpedo
bombers and carrier aircraft. All the best-known types
are featured, such as the Mitsubishi G4M 'Betty',
Nakajima B6N2 Tenzan, Aichi B7A2 Ryusei torpedo
bomber and the world- famous Mitsubishi A6M 'Zero'
fighter. The entries are accompanied by exhaustive
captions and specifications. The guide is illustrated
with profile artworks, three-views, and special
cutaway artworks of the more famous aircraft in
service, such as the Aichi D3A1 'Val', Mitsubishi A6M2
Reisen, and Nakajima Ki.27 'Nate'. Illustrated with
more than 120 artworks, Japanese Aircraft of World
War II is an essential reference guide for modellers
and enthusiasts with an interest in military aircraft of
World War II.

Fighting Hitler's Jets
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Beechcraft Staggerwing to Starship
Harvard!
"Shelldrake" is an informative and detailed synopsis
of the carefully preserved and restored guns and
artillery on display in Canada. The Royal Regiment of
Canadian Artillery is represented by a long and
distinguished line of gunners with historical ties back
to the days before Canada's Confederation. The
honour of defending Canada while standing ready to
support operations overseas in peace and war
continues to this day. In doing so, it is necessary to
remember that the weapons of war are an integral
part of what keeps this nation safe, although the
examples that have been used to make it so are few
and far between. The descriptions of Canadian
artillery and the places of honour where they can be
viewed highlights the importance of the equipment
that brought our nation forward at key turning points
in history when our guns were in use as tools of war
at home and overseas. This guide book will show the
interested reader where to find examples of the
historical guns preserved in Canada, and perhaps
serve as a window on how Canada's military
contribution to security in the world has evolved.

Alabama Warbird Survivors 2003
A biography of Star Trek's creator, based on access to
his files and associates, and to Gene Roddenberry
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himself. Its topics include the genesis of Mr Spock, the
identity of the original Klingon, Roddenberry's desert
plane-crash, the women in his life, and the break-up
of his first marriage.

Shelldrake
Low level flying in military aircraft at speeds of up to
500 mph and as low as 100 feet above the ground is
as challenging for the pilot as it is for the
photographer wishing to capture the action. This is
two books in one, the main subject is about military
low flying; the skills, reasons and dangers from a
pilot's perspective. The writer also talks about the
challenges faced, revealing how and where the
images were taken from mountainsides and desert
canyons to cockpits for air to air. Pilots describe their
training, mission planning, systems and the aircraft
they love to fly; from A-7 Corsairs and F-4 Phantoms
to Tornados, Typhoons, F-15 Eagles and Gripen. They
fly low to deliver weapons or gather data and evade
Radar. Pilots from air forces across Europe and the
United States talk about the skills they need to be
effective in very dangerous flying environments,
discussing the challenging conditions they face when
flying fast and low over snow, the sea or through
mountain ranges at night. Commanders with years of
low level flying give a fascinating insight in to their
most memorable sorties.

The World's Air Forces
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Happy Jack's Go-Buggy
This autobiography was originally written in 1946 by
eight-victory WWII Fighter Ace, Jack Ilfrey. This new
edition has been expanded with many new
photographs (many never before published), a special
color photo section, and three detailed aircraft profile
paintings.

T-6 Texan
This book for the first time describes the military
fighter jet aviation in Latin America. It covers the
eventful history of fighter jets in 17 countries ranging
from Mexico in the north down to Argentina in the
south. Each country is covered type by type in
chronological order. Information on each type is being
provided related to purchase, squadron service,
losses, upgrades and service history. Each type ends
with a table covering the number of delivered aircraft,
different types and subtypes, delivery dates and
known serial numbers. Each of the over 100 aircraft
types mentioned could be covered with at least one
picture. An appendix lists the existing plastic scale
model kits in 1/72, 1/48 and 1/32 scale as wells as
decal sheets in regards to the 17 Latin American air
forces featured in the book.

Thunder Through the Valleys
This is the autobiography of Alan Deere, New
Zealand's most famous RAF pilot who saw action from
the Munich Crisis to the invasion of France in 1944. Al
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Deere experienced the drama of the early days of the
Battle of Britain while serving with Spitfire squadrons
based at Hornchurch and Manston, and his compelling
story tells of the successes and frustrations of those
critical weeks. Deere's nine lives are the accounts of
his fantastic luck in escaping from seemingly
impossible situations. During the Battle of Britain he
parachuted from stricken aircraft on three occasions
and once was blown up by a bomb whilst taking off
from Hornchurch during an attack on the airfield. In
March 1943 Deere was appointed Wing Commander
of the famous Biggin Hill Wing and by the end of the
war, his distinguished 'score' was destroyed 22,
probables 10 and damaged 18.

The History of New Zealand Aviation
A history of Beech aircraft. From their foundation to
the present day, as such. A wide variety of aircraft
with details on their performance, dimensions, weight,
first flights, plus numerous other relevant details. Also
with many pictures and plans.

The Mexican Armed Forces in Transition
Flying the McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom was a
young man's dream but the path from "Civvy Street"
to operational on a fighter squadron was long,
arduous and beset with obstacles. To succeed meant
the chance to fly one of the most iconic combat
aircraft that ever took to the air but not every
fledgling aviator who began the journey fulfilled their
ambition to wear the coveted "Op. badge". "Per
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Ardua--Training an RAF Phantom Crew" describes how
Cold War aircrew assimilated the skills needed to fly
and fight the complex fighter jet. It follows the
progress through every stage and explains why it cost
millions to train each pilot and navigator. Philip
Keeble and David Gledhill, both former Phantom
aircrew, recount the challenges and the emotions
encountered during the rigorous training process in a
frank yet light hearted way that will leave you
wondering how anyone achieved the goal.

The Gulf Military Balance
Helicopters for Search and Rescue
As the storm clouds of a world war gathered in the
spring of 1941, Maj. G. Robert Dodson said, "We've
got people, we've got a place, and we're ready!"
Oregonians responded to the call to arms as the
United States prepared for the coming conflict. In
April 1941, the Oregon National Guard's 123rd
Observation Squadron became the state's first
aviation unit and pioneered Oregon military aviation
into the postwar Oregon Air National Guard (ORANG).
In the 70 years since its start, the citizen airmen of
the ORANG have served their community, state, and
nation from locations in Oregon, throughout the
United States, and worldwide. They stand ready today
to answer the call of duty, no matter when it comes.

MILES TO MILLIONS
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The International Directory of Military
Aircraft
The United States faces major challenges in dealing
with Iran, the threat of terrorism, and the tide of
political instability in the Arabian Peninsula. The
presence of some of the world’s largest reserves of oil
and natural gas, vital shipping lanes, and Shia
populations throughout the region have made the
peninsula the focal point of US and Iranian strategic
competition.

Colour Schemes and Special Markings of
the North American "Harvard" in Service
with the South African Air Force, 1940 to
1995
The photos in this edition are black and white.
Harvard, Texan, J-Bird, T-6, whatever name you gave
the aircraft, it was the right plane, in the right place,
at the right time. One of the most important aircraft
to emerge from the 1930s, it proved to be an
excellent training machine for fledgling pilots
throughout the world. So adaptable was the design
that it was used to teach carrier landings, aerial fixed
gunnery, glide bombing, flexible hand-held gunnery,
aerial photography, instrument flying & advanced
military flying. It was safe, reliable, challenging and a
perfect machine for transition from elementary
trainers to the front-line P-40s, P-51s & similar "hot
ships" of the period. For more than twenty years it
taught American military pilots to fly & it still serves
today with the air forces of several nations. Pilot
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Maker by Jeff Ethell & Walt Ohlrich documents for the
first time, the fascinating story of this important
aircraft. 144 pages, paperback, 7"x10," 220 photos
and includes all models produced.

The Oregon Air National Guard
Describes the history of the T-6, covering the
airplane's training record, combat history, and its
many variants.

Power, the Pratt and Whitney Canada
Story
This is the first book to take a comprehensive look at
the North American Harvard and its variants in
Canada -- the only country to produce, import and
export large numbers of the type.

The Israeli AF in the Yom Kippur War
Existen dos Fuerzas Aéreas, la que opera día a día en
los rincones más difíciles y obscuros del país a dónde
los pilotos en ocasiones y de modo literal se juegan la
vida en sus misiones y la otra, la que la gente ve
durante escenarios montados y perfectamente
controlados como el desfile anual o en éste caso el ya
obligatorio espectáculo aéreo que cada año rompe
record de asistencia, algo que sería la envidia de los
empresarios norteamericanos o ingleses que por años
sólo han soñado con vender 200 mil entradas para un
show aéreo en un solo día (probablemente no las
vendan en toda la temporada en Inglaterra con todo y
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los Red Arrows) espectáculo que para los mexicanos
es gratis y que no desdeña en calidad.

North American's T-6
The Falklands War was one of the strangest in British
history – 28,000 men sent to fight for a tiny relic of
empire 8,000 miles from home. At the time, many
Britons saw it as a tragic absurdity, but the British
victory confirmed the quality of British arms and
boosted the political fortunes of the Conservative
government. But it left a chequered aftermath; it was
of no wider significance for British interests and
taught no lessons. It has since been overshadowed by
the two Gulf Wars, however, its political ramifications
cannot be overestimated. Max Hastings’ and Simon
Jenkins’ account of the conflict is a modern classic of
war reportage and the definitive book on the war.
Republished as part of the Pan Military Classics series,
The Battle for the Falklands is a vivid chronicle of a
call to arms and a thoughtful and informed analysis of
an astonishing chapter in the history of our times.

North America Readers
Laucala Bay
This book provides a solid foundation for
understanding radar energy warfare and stealth
technology. The book covers the fundamentals of
radar before moving on to more advanced topics,
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counter measures, radar absorbing materials, radar
cross section, and the science of stealth technology. A
final section provides an introduction to Luneberg lens
reflectors. The book will provide scientists, engineers,
and students with valuable guidance on the
fundamentals needed to understand state-of-the-art
radar energy warfare and stealth technology research
and applications.

Radar Energy Warfare and the
Challenges of Stealth Technology
From the MiG-17 to Eurofighter, from trainers to
helicopters, fighters and special mission aircraft, more
than 280 individual types are featured in this biennial
directory of the world's military aircraft fleet. Sftbd., 8
1/2"x 11", 208 pgs., 300+ color ill.

The Royal Air Force
In 1918, the Royal Air Force became the first major
independent air force in the world. Formed to serve a
strategic need in the most intensive war that Britain
had then fought, the RAF continued in the inter-war
era to play a key role in the political and diplomatic
world, and in defending the Empire. During the
Second World War, the RAF was pivotal in defending
Britain from invasion in the Battle of Britain, and then
in leading the assault on the Axis powers, most
notably through the contentious bomber offensive
against Germany. In the post-war world, the RAF
adapted and developed into a force to meet the
needs of the United Kingdom during the Cold War, the
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retreat from Empire, and most recently in the move to
coalition warfare against low intensity threats, all
against a backdrop of diminishing resources and
shifting priorities. This is the story of the RAF over the
first century of its existence: how it has confronted
the many challenges and threats it has faced — from
the Luftwaffe in 1940, through the spectre of nuclear
holocaust in the Cold War, to the fight against
terrorism in the 21st century — and how it has
contributed to the defence of the United Kingdom
throughout that period.

Per Ardua
When The Big Show was first published, paper
rationing meant that the text had to be heavily cut.
Now, for the first time, this international bestseller
has been returned to its complete, and breathtaking,
original state. Pierre Clostermann was a Free French
fighter ace who flew with the RAF during the Second
World War. Over the course of five years he engaged
in hundreds of dog-fights, shot down scores of
Luftwaffe planes, escorted American bombers on
some of the most dangerous raids of the war, and
watched many of his friends falling to their deaths in
the skies over the Channel. The Big Show, his
incredible account of the air war over Britain and
France, has become one of the most famous memoirs
of the Second World War. Now in its original state, it
contains everything one could wish for in a war
memoir: wonderfully observed descriptions of
wartime Britain, frighteningly evocative stories of inthe-cockpit action, an amazing cast of characters, and
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all the drama and bravery of a man fighting a
desperate war thousands of feet above the ground.
An undeniable classic.
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